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What is climate resiliency?

• Climate resilience is the ability to 
• anticipate, 

• prepare for, 

• and respond to hazardous events, trends, or disturbances related to climate.

• Improving climate resilience involves assessing how climate change 
will create new, or alter current, climate-related risks, and taking steps 
to better cope with these risks. 
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What does climate resiliency mean for transportation?

• Defensive infrastructure: 
ex. levees and heat 
resistant road materials
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What does climate resiliency mean for transportation?

• Communities and 
transportation options that 
work during or after any 
disaster or extreme weather

• Air conditioned transit during 
heat waves

• Buses that come frequently and 
reliably 

• Complete communities to help 
residents easily access goods 
and services by foot or bicycle 

• Transit as an evacuation 
method 
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Why is equity critical for transportation resilience?

• Equtiable climate resilience 
programs should include:

• Process equity - Center 
historically underserved voices, 
especially Black and Brown 
voices, in policy design, 
development and 
implementation; and

• Policy equity - Deliver 
significant, co-defined benefits 
for these communities that lead 
to greater prosperity and 
endure for the long term. 
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Case study: Cincinnati – Issue 7 
Ballot initiative to increase funding for the Southern Ohio Regional Transit Authority
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Issue 7 – Transit Ballot Initiative 

• What: Ballot initiative to increase Hamilton County’s sales tax by 0.8%, 
to be invested in the Southern Ohio Regional Transit System (SORTA) 
as well as in local infrastructure improvements.

• NRDC’s role:
• Supporting the Cincinnati through American Cities Climate Challenge to 

increase transit ridership. 

• Funded campaign to support Issue 7 along with local partners – Chamber of 
Commerce, Better Bus Coalition, CommEN Strategies, others 

• Outcome: Issue 7 passed after an election extension during COVID 
pandemic by 980 votes (134,416 votes total).
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Issue 7 – Transit Ballot Initiative 

• The passage of Issue 7 means 
that SORTA finally has the 
resources to start implementing 
its Reinventing Metro plan. This 
redesign includes four key 
aspects of transit that SORTA 
commits to improving:

• faster service with improved 
connections

• increased frequency
• extended service hours, and
• enhanced customer amenities.
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How did we center equity in the Issue 7 Campaign?

• Coordinated with local rider advocacy organizations

• Hired local, black, women-owned businesses to do grassroots 
outreach to real bus riders

• Confirmed SORTA’s plans support current riders first

• Paid for postage on ballot request forms
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Mailers for Issue 7
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Issue 7 mailers
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Thank You!
Ann Shikany

Natural Resources Defense Council 

ashikany@nrdc.org
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